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MERIT AWARDS

PRE-PRIMARY  Xavier Chamberlain  Lilly Allen  Yak Bol  Hazel Piek
BANDICOOTS  Madeleine Hambrook  Riley Edwards  Alysia Pierre
WOMBATS  Janavi Deshpande  Ayen Marial  Zac Hoar  Malachi Mabor
MAGPIES  Eva Topping  Jaden Welford  Cailin Poole
BLUE TONGUES  Tarana Ashgar  Toby Sture
KOALAS  Harper Canny-Windsor  Krystoff Ibanez  Jacqueline O’Brien
JOEYS  Losowa Laki Wani  Alisha Murombo  Jake Devey  Marc Duenas
BLACK SWANS  Eloise Cleaver  Samuel Albert  Tia-Moana Yaqona
ECHIDNAS  Holly Dunn  Manaia Thompson
GOANNAS  Lara Westlake  Wal Chuang
ROOS  Madison Halliday  Beny Lem
LOTE  Connor Richards  Sofia Barboco
SCIENCE  Lilly Stockings  Leah Graham  Wani Lem
MUSIC  Mikaela Watters  Michelle Mugwede  Bailee Rhodes
SPORTS  Yak Bol  Toby Sture  Alex Fogarty
HARMONY  Chloe Brooke
UNIFORM  Alisha Murombo

BIRTHDAYS

James McCabe  Kitarniah Pickett  Oliver Prendiville  Madeleine Hambrook
Laura Johnson  Marsel Ojaba  Jasmine Liddelow  Harrison Caporn
Hazel Piek  Harper Quelch  Isla Christou  Harper Canny-Windsor
Hudson Rhodes  Sydney Fogarty  Brock Roberts  Blessing Johnson
Kael Dixon  Amarah Quelch  Connor Stevens  Zachary Chamberlain
Carla Biggs
The Bandicoots have been using concrete materials in class to assist them with their learning. They have used a variety of materials such as white boards, magnetic letters, computers, number lines, sensory cards and more. They have thoroughly enjoyed using different learning styles this term!
Outline for Mission Day

Each class will be holding a mini fete. Please send your child to school with small amounts of coin to be able to go to different stalls.

Activities will range from 20c to $2. Sausage Sizzle for lunch. (This had to be pre ordered) Children only attend.

Thank you for helping us support this very worthwhile appeal by giving to people much worse off than ourselves.